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Is note taking slowing you down?

Don’t let administrative tasks take up your entire day. For a better 
way, try Kiroku. 

We all understand the importance of taking complete and 
accurate clinical notes, but this repetitive task takes a long time. 
With Kiroku, the innovative digital note taking platform, you can 
complete your notes 60% faster than you otherwise would.

With dynamic templates from Kiroku, your notes virtually 
write themselves, prompting you to include relevant information 
with the click of a button. You can still retain your personal touch 
too, with a range of opportunities for customisation – including 
the ability to create or upload your own template.

Choose Kiroku to create bespoke clinical notes, and take back 
control of your day. 

To find out more about Kiroku, or to start your free trial, visit 
https://trykiroku.com/.

For anteriors and posteriors

Tokuyama’s Omnichroma colourless composite is indicated for 
both anterior and posterior restorations.

Tokuyama is the only composite manufacturer to use patented 
spherical filler particles within their composite materials. Each 
variant utilising spherical particles of different diameters to 
maximise their optical and physical properties for the desired 
indication.

In addition to optimised optical properties resulting in 
enhanced aesthetic restorations, Tokuyama’s spherical filler 
particles offer other significant advantages compared with the 
irregular shaped filler particles used by all other manufacturers. 
They are quicker and easier to pack into nooks and crannies, 
reducing the risk of voids; easier to sculpt and carve, producing 
enhanced morphology of the final restoration; and a much 
smoother surface finish which has a natural high sheen that 
requires minimal if any polishing.

Tokuyama’s development of spherical filler particles has 
culminated in Omnichroma, the world’s only colourless 
universal composite. It is the only universal composite that can 
match every tooth colour no matter what the shade. 

In addition to all the inherent advantages associated with 
Tokuyama’s patented spherical filler particles, employing 
Omnichroma within your practice means freedom from time-
consuming and subjective shade-matching procedures; money 
saved on overheads and reduced waste from expired rarely used 
Vita shades; and no need to replace restorations after tooth 
bleaching.

For more information about the complete Tokuyama 
range, including Omnichroma, contact your local Trycare 
Representative, call 01274 885544 or visit www.trycare.co.uk.

Highly aesthetic veneers

When providing patients with highly aesthetic veneers, using quality 
materials is of utmost importance. Panavia Veneer LC is available 
from J&S Davis and is a colour-stable, light-curing resin cement 
system that maintains the long-term aesthetic appearance of veneers. 

It offers excellent stability under ambient light, which leads to a 
working time of 200 seconds – allowing you to place multiple veneers 
at a time, without needing to race against the setting time, and helping 
you to produce consistently excellent results.

Panavia Veneer LC also offers homogenous cement application, 
smooth veneer positioning and excess removal, and quick polishing. 
This makes it possible to reduce the time and effort involved in 
veneer placement. So, when choosing a cement system, consider 
using the Panavia Veneer LC, available from J&S Davis – a great 

solution for a 
challenging task.

For more 
information on the 
industry-leading 
products available 
from J&S Davis, 
visit www.js-davis.
co.uk, call 01438 
747 344 or email 
jsdsales@js-davis.
co.uk.
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